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"FICTIVE

ANALOGUES":

THE FANTASY FORMS OF THE NEW
INKLINGS
Martha C. Sammons
Wright State University

Because Tolkien and Lewis felt there was too little of what they
wanted to read, they decided to write their own (Carpenter,
Inklings
65).
The fairy-story,
said Tolkien,
is an adult
genre and "one
for
which a starving audience exists"
(letters 209).
Lewis saw the need for
a mixture of the kinds of writing done by Novalis,
George MacDonald, and
James Stephens with tbat
of Wells and Verne
(Unpub.
Letter).
Feeling
that a writer
had to find the proper
form--a •fictive
analogue"--for
what he had to say, Lewis decided that the fairy tale was the ideal
genre for his Narnia tales.
On the other hand,
David Lindsay's
a
Voyage to Arcturus gave
hi• the idea that
science fiction
could be
combined with the supernatural,
and
therefore this was the form
chosen
for the space
trilogy.
Lewis
wanted a form
that would
"give the
Christian
~tory a fresh excitement
by retelling
it as if it were a new
myth• <Carpenter 66).
Thus was ~or-n ~new type of novel that presents
.the spiritual
and
•ythopoeic
under.
the guise of a popular
format.
Tolkien called this genre •ro•ance•
or •theologized
science fi~~ion;•
Chesterton
called it •alternative theology.•
":.·. ·
A number of books
have recently been published that seem to follow
in the tradition
of Lewis
and Tolkien.
They are listed at the end of
this paper. While a few use forms similar to Lewis and Tolkien,
others
have explored
new "fictive
analogues".
This paper will introduce you to
a few of the New Inklings, the forms they have chosen, their relation to
Lewis' and
Tolkien's
criteria
for good fantasy,
and .some
of the
advant~ges
each form hast~
offer.
~ • • •• •

*..

•••

•••

•

FAIRY TALE FORM
Lewis felt the fairy tale
genre was the ideal ·form for what he
to say in the Narnia·tales
because of several distinct advantages:
1.

can·tie

b·r·i~·f

ahd.'b~th

p~r•its .. and "co'iipels'·the

had

autho'r 'to' leave things

out
2.

requires

a l i a i t ed vocabulary

3.

requires

chapters

4.

cannot

of equal

and· little

description

length

be analyzed

5. cuts down on reflective,
expository,
digressive,
passages and can concentrate
on action and conversation
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6.

can be both general

and

7.

can make

palpable

8.

gives

9.

is flexible

experience

us new experiences
and

concrete

and

traditional

adds to life
(see

Letters 3071

On Stories

371

46-8).

Tolkien similarly
chose
the fairy
tale form
because he felt
his
serious "comment
on the world•
would be expressed
"most
easily
and
naturally in that
form• (Letters 297).
In writing
about Lord of the
Rings, Lewis added that Tolkien also wanted
to show the •mythical
and
heroic quality"
of man:
"Much that in a realistic work would be done by
'character
delineation'
is here done
simply by making the character
an
elf, a dwarf,
or a hobbit.
The imagined
beings have their insides
on
the outside;
they are
visible souls.
And Man as a whole,
Man pitted
against
the universe,
have
we seen him at all till we see that he is
like a hero in a fairy tale?"
(On Stories
89).
Few
of the New Inklings
use the same forms as Lewis and
Tolkien.
However, the following two books are si•ilar
to the Narnia chronicles.
The Tower of Geburah and
John Whit&. (lnterVarsity,

The

Iron

1.978,

Sceptre
1981)

J oh n W h i t e · s b o o k s a r e 111 u c h 1 on g er t h an t h e Na r n i a t a 1 es and_.· t h us
might be enjoyed by older children.
Three children,
Wesley,
Ku~t,
and
Lisa, are staying
with their Uncle
John.
By entering
the screens
of
strange TV sets in his attic,
they find
themselves
in Anthropos,
a
different
country
in a new universe.
The throne has been usurped by an
evil sorcerer,
Hocoino,
who holds the true King
Kardia prisoner.
The
children are thus "called"
to this land to restore Kardia to the throne.
In the sequel,
the children,
as well as their unlikable
cousin Mary
McNab,
are called back to Anthropos
to rescue the Queen and Prince
who.
·. h~ve.. -been .lei dna~pe·d··by: t1ii:•a~ .: :the.:,,.1 tch •. 'l'.!i r•ah : holds·· the ··tand· in . an
icy encKantment
ind desires Kardia·s
iron·sc~ptre,
~he· last of seven she
needs to rule
the kingdom.
The children ·must
journey
underground
through three Circles
of Enchantment
to destroy the witch's
kingdom.
White's
books are similar
to the Narnia tales in form,
techniques,
an d t h em es • . Bo t h. W h i t e an d . L e w i s , f. or· .ex amp 1 e i use s e:c on d a r y "or 1 d s an d
simifar methods .for in~ering
and exiting
these
Ncirl~s,
and no· time
passes on earth.while
the children
are gone.
Although White includes
a
·.11ap
in
both books·,·
th~ .. gecigl"'aphy· a:nd hi-story 'of Anthroposare not
described much.
White d~es ~se similar animal aids and.talking
beasts:
dwarves,. goblins,
giants,
ogres, dryads, a vain .talking
horse, birds
as
messengers,
and so on.
Unlike Lewis'
portrayal
of Christ in the form of a lion, White uses
Gaal the Shepherd,
Son of the High Emperor,
who was murdered
in the Cave
of Gaal Nhere he slew death.
Although
Gaal is in- human form, like Aslan
he romps with
the children playfully.
ihe witches
in both books
are
also portrayed
similarly.
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In both
series,
the
children are the heroes,
"called"
to the
secondary
world
whenever
they
are needed.
White's
characters
are
similar
to Lewis':
Wesley, as the eldest,
must lead the army;
Lisa
is
closest
to Gaal;
Kurt
stubbornly
refuses
to believe
in Gaal but
is
later
•converted;"
and a d~sagreeable
cousin,
Mary,
becomes
likable.
White also uses many of the same images and themes Lewis does.
In
The Iron Sceptre,
for example,
food is an image of temptation
similar
to
Turkish
Delight,
although
here White
also uses allegory.
The
children
must pass by boat through three Circles of Enchantment:
the Enchantment
of Bodily
Yearnings,
Enchantment
that
Dazzles
the Eye,
and
Enchantment
of Blasphemy.
The first
enchantment
is,
for Hary1
a giant dish of ice

her sick but leads to her seeing herself
as
cream that not only makes
she really is.
White, like Lewis, uses cleansing
and blood as images of salvation
and resurrection
and to develop
the theme
of the reality
of the
spiritual
world.
For example,
an evil
jinn gives Lisa fake food.
The
more she eats, the
more she craves.
And when she tries to bathe
her
sticky hands and face, she cannot get clean.
Only Gaal 's Fountain of Dam
totally cleanses
her.
In addition,
to get to Gaal,
she must cross a
bridge.
At the end of it is a bar resting in a slot:
"The rough bridge
was a T shape, with the crosspiece at the Tat the far end.•
"ary is ~saved•
in a different way.
Gaal stabs his ankle for her
and wipes some of it on her big toe, thumb, and ear lobe:
"You are
·different inside~· he tells her.
~You're.•ine
~ow--•ine
all the
way
thr.ough!~
This sa•e blood
later is used to •elt the witch and awaken
the statue-like
figures before her throne.
Like
King Caspian~·
King
Kardia becomes resurrected
in Gaal 's land, the Bayith of Yayin. ".:.:_.·
OTHER WORLDS
A key element of Christian
fantasy is the creation of another,
secondary world, an invented
milieu.
Lewis and
Tolkien agreed that
a
fantasy work must have "at le~st the hint of another world"
(They
Stand
.. 4.521 •. O.ne. reason for ,t.he~·,qtber·•orld
:.is .. b:~cau.se-Lt
is· diff.tcult. .. to:·
descri~e ~aarvels•·
~~en the world is already known.
Le~is says, "It
is
not difficult to see why those who wis~- to visit
strange regions
in
search of such beauty,
awe, or terror as the actual
world does
not
supply have increasingly
been
driven to other planets or other
stars.
<On Stories
63 l ,
It· is the result· of. i ncr e as inq . geogr:aphi cal.knowledge•
This world can be earth in· the distant past or future, ·another
planet,
or a parallel
univer.se •.
· ·L·ewis says David
Lindsay, in A· Voyage to Arctur·us, ·..as "the first'
writer to discover what '?ther pLanets'
.are-really
good for" in fiction:
spiritual adventures.
Another
reason for the use of another- world
is
reader may be more willing to enter a secondary world and
that the
accept what happens there.
Thus he may be more open to any ideas in the
story.
Since
the secondary world
serves as a mirror
or metaphor
for
ours, things that
happen in that world,
as well as things the reader
learns, can be applied to our world.
Lewis gave,advice
on how to write about other worlds:
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1. The
writer must make
something happen
once you get to the other
world.
2.
The world must be different
enough from our world to make it worth
going to faerie
for
3.
The writer must not break. the spell and bring the reader back to
earth
4.
The writer must.
not rely on _adjectives·
or adverbs but rather
must
make the reader feel
5.
Finally,
the names should
be beautiful,
suggestive,
and strange
(Letters 278-80).
The following

books

. In the Hall of the Dragon
The Warlords of Nin
The Sword and the Flame
Stephen Lawhead (Crossuy,

are

adult fantasy

novels

that

use other worlds .

King
1982,

1983,

1983)

This trilogy
is set in a different realm
<Mensandor)
that
is
si•ilar to earth around the Middle Ages.
In the first book, Quentin
is
a young acolyte
it.the
te•ple of Ariel,
an impersonal god. When injured
knight Ronsard comes to the
temple, Quentin volunteers
to finish his
missfon t.o de l i ver a •essage t-e Queen Alinea.
The ·m~ssage
is that
King
Eskevar,
who had· gone
to· battle, tras ·been
captured by Ni111rood
the
Necromancer.
The rest of the story involves the battle of good.··. (the
forces of King
Eskevar
and Quentin's
aids) against
evil (Nimra~d
and
Jaspin,
the King's
rebel brother).
They eventually
restore Eskevar
to
the throne.
In book two, the appearance
of the Wolf Star portends evil:
the
end
of the age and the
destruction
of the world.
Nin the Destroyer's
army has invaded the land;
he has conquered many nations and desires to
rule the world .. Now ill, Eskevar
names Quentin his successor and
asks
him to find the
source of evil
i~ the land.
A prophetic
dream shows
· .. Queh t·i n: ·~ · : !n•o'r~ .: .. oi:. · po,.er:-.. · titi.I I·. v i·n qu i:Sh . : t-h·e: ··e.n e.~Y..o:."·· · · Jh i s ': . s•br.d:,·· ..
Zhaligkeer,
The Shining One and symbol ·of the presence of the Most High,
~ust be forged:from
lanth~~il; a healirig ore. ·Quentin discovers
he is
the one chosen to wield this
sword.
When
Nin att~cks the capitol
As k e 1 on , Que n t i n a p p ear s w i th t h e s w or d an d k i 1 1 S· th e en e 111 y • A n e w age
:~egi·ns wi·tl\·Q1.:1~ntin
·as··lfirrg~ :·.:-:· .·. ·
· ";
.· ·
· •·· ·.
In the final book, Nimrood, alive again,
kidnaps Quentin's
·son
Gerin.
Ho.wever,. the fla!lle .o·f Zhaligke.er's
blade goes out when
Quentin
uses it- tn anger ··rattier· than righteousness
and judgement~
Not on l y does
Quentin believe
the One god has turned. ag~i nst hi 11., but the .people begin
to tur.n:to t he i r old gods~.·
Only. Quentin's
prayer· ukes the. sword
come
alive again,
allowing
hi• to kill Nimrood
and free his son.
The quasi-medieval
setting
of this trilogy
allows
Lawh~ad
to
present
the predominant
Christian
theme, that of the primitive
religion
of the people which contrasts
a new one, that of a god who is personal
and cares about his followers.
However, the world is neither
described
in much detail ·nor different from that of earth, and there are no other
major characteristics
of fantasy.
The focus of the books is on young
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Quentin,
an unlikely
hero, whose inward
journey
parallels
his
outward
quests.
Not only
does he become
king, but he
becomes
converted
as
a
follower
of the "One"
true god.
Prayer
is often
used,
almost
like
a
magic
aid,
as the King's
group
proceeds
on its mission.
EDENS
~n many books there is an Edenlike
secondary
world
or part of
that
world.
Leland
Ryken says the longing
for such a paradise
comes from the
undeveloped
Biblical
description
of
Eden
that
is
left
to
our
longing
imagination.
Imaginative
literature,
he says, reflects
people's
for the
lost paradise,
and redemption
and restoration
of the Garden
(37-8, 90)
Thus there is a spiritual
need to create
secondary
worlds

like this.
In the following
central
to their purpose

books, parallels
and themes.

Starforce--Red
Chris Spencer

1984)

Alert
(Crossway,

with the

Biblical

Eden

are

In this youth scienie
fiction
novel, children
travel to the
planet
Terran fo rescue their father.
They discover the planet is an Edenlike
world that has not yet fallen and eust be warned about what happened
on
earth. as a result .of its fall i-n Eden.
·In the center of the city is The
Maker,
•the Nonderful,
invisible
friend who met with his people
morning
and evening in the beautiful
garden that he hi.self
had p l an t ed" -··.(63).
He also made a man and woman, Quintay and Shara,
to enjoy it and· keep
him company.
In the •iddle
of the garden Maker stored great knowledge
and learning in thousands
of small
•transparent,
glowing cubes•
small
enough to fit in one's palm.
By holding one cube, a person can
obtain
the knowledge in it.
However, one
more brightly glowing
cube
was
separated from the others and is not to be touched.
Spencer does not describe
this world in great detail, but does draw
a clear parallel
to the Bibli~al
Eden: "All the scenic beauty of earth
. .soliehow t;een·reafr.anged.·.
J·. ·lhi~ 'is· so11eh.ow·· ·
···i5 '..here·,.::t>ut.:~w~·ll·,:H'=9
much better than earth.
. Li k'e earth 11ust. have been
before it was. •
spoilt•
(39)~ ·There are no weeds in the.garden,
animals are friendly
to
one another,
and ther~ is no violence,
anger, pride, fear, or jealousy.
People have happy and untroubled
faces, with·•shrning
eyes.•
They
also
.rrever .die ·an·d- ·carr·'walk· through .so1•:i·cf-.:.a11s.·
In add i t i-on, ther·e is· r:io
obvious so~rce of illumination;
"the light
was simply there!"
(56).
The· c.ity itself
shines
like gold, and the.buildings_
are an integral
part
of the t andsc ape , Curious
."egg-vehi·cle.s•
grow ·to 'fi't .. their· pas'sengers.
The n~ar fall is averted when the perpetrator
of evil,
Sath,
turns
a ·.. character
called
Micha (a nue
echoing
-i n t o ' a hideous aonster, ·while
the archangel
Michaeli
transforms
into a warring angel.
Flying over the
11onster's
head, he glows
with a blinding light,
holds a huge,
flaming
sword, then turns into the shape of a red cross.
As Micha shouts,
"The
blood of the Lamb,"
Sath falls
in tor11ent
and is banished
from
the
garden.
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Later, the author
explains the parallels by telling the story
of
Christ's death and sacrifice on earth.
While this seems to destroy
the
purpose of creating a "new Eden," the use of the Biblical
explanation
may have been deemed necessary because of the younger audience for whom
this is written.
Guardians of the Singreale
Star Riders of Ren
War of the Moonrhymes
Calvin Miller (Harper and Row,

19821

19831

1984)

These •singreale
chronicles" are the only recent fantasy books
to
use a developed and described
other world with different
beings and its
own history.
The Biblical parallels are more subtle, although there are
at least three •Edens.•
planet Estermann, and
Miller
develops it
in
The setting is. the
detail.
There are,
for example,
new animals
such as congrels,
centicorns,
dragon-like catterlobs,
gru•blebeaks,
and kamdrammels.
The
foliage is red and includes candolet and ginjon trees and minion shrubs.
The inhabitants
of the land of the Graygills have
long pointed ears,
live ~o be at least
one thousand, have round
houses, and like to sing
and dance.
They believe that
"Estermann
is a perfect world built
perfectly."
The~e is no evil, disease, suspicion,
or burglary,
and even
the larges\ creat~res are friendly.
It is described ~s a •poster
color·
world" where everythi~g
is •more·so
than on earth.•
The main theme of the trilogy
is the evil beginning to invade. the
entire planet:
•There are worlds
unspoiled
in the deepening
sky',-!Where
the riders of night have
not flown./
But here there is red where
the
animals bled,/
And tastes, once forbidden,
are known.•
The name "Graygills•
describes the color of the sideburns and
sidelocks.
It also symbolizes sinlessness.
They are not permitted to
murder or eat meat.
However, one Blackgill,
named Parsky, causes his
friend
Raccoman to·unknowingly
eat congrel meat in a stew.
As a result,
Raccoman's
gray gills t~rn black.
Parsky is survivor of a r.ace that
in
th1f past ·11urcfered··an.imah·
·fqr fo~d·.-· . .'.'He ·5oori caus·e·s. others· t"o ea-t', ·and:
war breaks· out between meat eaters ··and· non-eaters
and the catterl obs who
the first book, the Graygills
try to
begin to murder 'i n revenge. ·In
defend themselves against this attack.
·The c ar e+u l l y guarded Si·ngreale
is a diamond that s·ymbolizes
the·
power o·~ a un'i var-s a l ' · sp ir i t, ·"the· essenc·e· af, 'a l L. living lhirigs. e·
One
who possesses the di~mond takes on the power and receives
an inner light
and glory.·
By ·cha·ining
h.imself · to the walls of a cavern,
Raccoman
painfurly receivfs the 1i~ht
of ·si~greale in.His.fat~
and purge~ the sin
of eati.ng·meat..
liis. gills turn· back· to gray.
In a way, Raccoman is a
type of Adam. figure because
despite his
short and plump statur.e,
he
describes himself· as "the substance
all aen should be./
The model,
the
heartbeat,
the standard,
the key.• He and his wife,
Velissa,
escape
in
Raccoman's
flying machine
to another
continent,
Rensland.
In book two,
they discover Rensland is also threatened
by evil.
This is the land o{ noble Titans twice the size of the Sraygjlls.
These
Star Riders, as they are called,
ride flying beasts called condorgs.
A
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rebel
Thanevial
and his beast followers,
the Dregs,
attack the land
of
King Ren.
Although
they are stopped,
they head toward the land of
the
6raygills
through
a system
of underground
tunnels.
Thanevial
also
gains
possession
of the Singreale.
In
the final
book,
Raccoman,
Velissa,
and
two titans
return
to
Canby to protect
their
land.
Yet another
Eden is discovered,
the valley
of the Sundals.
While
Veiissa
and the
titan
Raenna
protect
this
land
from
Parsky1
the
others
use Selendrenni,
. huge,
fire-breathing

to defeat Thanevial
and his dregs.
The city is rebuilt and
salamanders,
Singreale
returned
to the throne room.
The
trilogy
develops
the
h!story of the two rebels, Parsky
and
Thanevial
and their attempts to turn others to evil.
The Eden parallels
seem obvious,
but the
exact meaning of the Singreale itself
is vague.
Not until
book three is it called
the symbol of the power of someone who
was not a ~an:
"He is a spirit
that swells from galaxies
to Nebulae.
He is the essence of all living things and passes every breath of being
through his own spirit,
and all
of it burns like a beam of radiance
through his
universe and
settles in
splendor
in the dia~ond."
The
diamond is only one of the means used defeat the
evil.
It is used to
dispel darkness,
help one discern
evil,
and, most important,
gives
and
"inner
light"
and power and takes on various forms.
ANil1ALS
Another- central . efuent
in
fantasy
ts the presence
of talking
animals,
sometimes
as the
only characters.
They
are used for
several
reasons.
First,
as C.S. Lewis
points out,
animal characters
ha~e the
advantages
of both the
human child
and adult.
They
have a child's
carefree life with no domestic
or other responsibilities,
and the writer
does not need to worry about explaining
such details
as where the food
comes from.
On the other hand, they are like adults because they can do
what and go where they wish.
They can also portray personality
types succinctly.
In the medieval
beast fables,
ani•als served to satirize
human foibles.
But in fantasy
.. ~hey c;an !=Onvey 'psycho·lqgy
·and· ..c·haracter-.=··~·YP~S
•ore b.riefly
·an.d .t e. a·
wider audience.
The following
books
use
animals
as their
sole
characters;
Whalesong
· . Rob ert . Siegel

<.Cr ossw-a y ,· 1.9~·n ·,

This book i~ adult fantasy;
while it does flot create a new world,
it fs told ·.from the :poi·nt
of· view' of · a •hale, and· thus we enter ·his
world.
It. is .also on~ of the only recent books
that use what
Lewis
called •suppo~ition,~
lh~t is supposing what
Ehrist
would be like in· a
different
form.
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ihe book is the life story-- therefore
"whalesong"-of a humpback
whale,
Hruna.
He must take the Lonely Cruise, a trip each whale
takes
at the beginning of adulthood.
The Great
Plunge is a special part of a
Humpback's
journey
that reveals
the direction
of his life
and
"the
particular note of being the Spouter of Oceans sang at his
conception."
During his Plunge to the Ocean of Light,
Hruna sees a singing
Whale
of
Light who shows Hruna what he is ~meant to be."·
also uses the whale to give
a new form
for his myth
of
Siegel
creation.
According to Hruna,
the
Spouter
of Oceans "took a great
breath and spouted ocean, earth, and sky. •
• to this day the whole
world hangs there while he spouts ••.
[We are] creatures formed
to be
like him and to swim forever in the Ocean of Light."
·
Using the whale also allows Siegel
to illustrate
the theme
of
sacrifice without
lapsing
into allegory.
For example,
eventually,
Hruna
becomes leader of the pod.
To divert harpooners,
he decides
to call
attention
to himself ~s a decoy so the others can escape.
But instead,
Hralekana,
an old Great White, attacks
the ship.
With blood
streaking
down his sides, part
of his death
song is, "By losing
all things
you
will lead into life/A pod in peril.
•
.Your ransom will render
new
life to the remnant./Then
shall you swim in
that bright
Ocean/Where
shows no sorrow nor shadow of turning."
In a vision Hrakelena
appears
to Hruna looking
just like the Whale of Light except he has his
own
features.
Hrakelena
says the Whale. of Light promised that he had done
~oniethi ng ·so tha.t s . whd es could li've soaie day
at ·peace
with al 1
creatures.
·
The use of the whale
is effective
not only because
qf its
archetypal
symbolism, but because the reader takes on the perspe~tive of
the whale.
One purpose
of fantasy
is to give
readers a new way of
looking at things.
Siegel
says,
"In fantasy
one hopes to give'
the
reader an experience
of what it's like to be something other than human
• By projecting our imagination into another form of existence
we
are able to gain a new or different
perspective on human life"
(Miller
2) •

. Becaus.e of the point of view, the reader's
perspective on mankind
~ha~ged:· .huma~s .ar:.e ·~et!~ :.-s. ~h.a .. eon.Y ~~cause th.e-y. ha_r.poon or· t.r:ai t.lhales and do l ph i ns , Hruna's ·first ·g.limp.se of men ·is disappointing
him: "Even. thouqh I knew they were 'se a l L, I hadn't expected to find
so puny--all
flippers
and legs, like squids or octopuses•
(61).
Animals characters
are used
in these ~nd other ways
in
f o 11 ow·i n g hq boo ks •. : ·
· ' ·

is.
the·
to
111en
the

The Book ef the. Dan Cow and The ·Boo·k of. Sorrows::
_Walter
Wangerin (Harper and Row, 1.??81 .1985)
..
. . .. .
.
In the first book, Chauntecleer the Rooster, as leader of the coop,
has the "priestly"
role of crowing
the canons several
times a day.
In
his coop also
live assorted ani~al characters such as the dog,
Mundo
Cani; John Wesley Weasel,
and Ebenezer Rat.
The evil Wyrni lives inside
earth and is guarded by the animals.
They
must not only battle Wyrm,
but also his son Cockatrice and the Basilisks.
The Dun Cow is sent as a
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messenger from Gad so the Keepers
will not be alone.
She eventually
cuts off one of her horns for Hunda Cani, who use~ it ta stab
Wyrm's
eye.
Hundo Cani then disappears in the earth with Wyrm.
In the sequel, Chauntecleer
goes to the underworld to kill Wyrm and
find the dog.
But he discovers that Wyra is physically
dead already and
Munda Cani 's bones are inside
Wyrm's
eye.
However,
Wyr11 has become
spirit and overtakes
Chauntecleer's
body as hundreds of worms.
John
thus allows
the Wolves to fight Chauntecleer.
But
Wesley Weasel
Chauntecleer stabs hiaself,
realizing ·wyrm has been inside bim.
Wangerin effectively
uses the beast epic form that was popular
in
the 9th-15th centuries.
However, his animal characters, which are used
in fables primarily
to satirize
humans,
are more developed
and are
not
used allegorically.
His animals have distinct, human-like
personalities,
yet they maintain their unique animal qualities
and simple
needs for
existence.
Wangerin
~lso
uses two unlikely
hero~s, Mundo Cani and
Ferric
Coyote;
both are thin and cowardly but perform
major roles
in
helping to combat evil.
Wangerin
combines several traditional
fantasy forms.
First,
the
cosmology
used
is an interesting
1ixture
of Ptolemaic,
Aristotelian,
Hebraic, Norse, and Christian.
For example,
earth is fixed, flat,
and
at the center of the universe, while
God exists
in the eapyrean.
Wyrm
·is the Hidgardsora
of Norse·ayth
who encircles
the earth and bites
his
tail. ·rhe wolves of chaos, also from Norse ayth, see• about to win,
but
i n s t e ad ,: Chaunticleer
Hghts thu, ··thin takes his own life.
The books use other features
of aedieval
literature
such as a
chivalric
romance between Chauntecleer
and Pertolote,
symbolic
\ot.e'ather
(rain syabolizing
the coming
of evil,
night
illustrating
a f0.9s of
faith>,
and feudalism.
Wangerin
also uses a bit of the Arthurian
legend when Chauntecleer
asks that his
battle spurs be thrown in
the
sea, and the Philomela
myth is echoed when Wyrm
plucks Bird's
tongue
out.
Perhaps
the most successful
aspect of the
books is that
the
Christian
ideas are not obvious but rather the books echo certain ideas
and. present them in a tohlly.
new fol'."11: W~ng~rin .i~ a l sc interested.
in
···n·d··.:how Sod w.or:ks i"n·:·adual
·.sho·win_g. ,i.ha-t· M°e ca..n·.· .. 1,arn·.fTJJ•···an.i•als
events arouhd us.· ·FQr ex~•pl~,
th~·Dun Cow"ai~ht
remind one of the Holy
Spirit.
The nami Dun Cow comes·ir6~·a
Gaelic folklore manuscript
from
1100 A.D.,.so
named
because it was bound
in brown cowhide (Thoet
29).
The Cow .bears Chauntecleer "s sorrow and. coaforts hi·11, speaks to· ·hi11
with'Out · wor·ds,· · and· later · ncur i she s ·other
char ac t er s ;'
She·
also
sacrifices her horn for Mundo Cani.
But Mundo Cani1 in turn, sacrifices
hi1self
for the others by ~tabb~ng Wyr11's
eye and fal~ing within it~
. · Ferric Coyote aus·t pla}C an ia·portant role ·by lei.din·g Chaunte.cleer
to
Wyrm.
But _Chauntecleer
-finds that: he. c.an · ne_ither. save Mundo €ani
nor
heroi~~lly
kill
Wyra himself. When the .Coyote
is-on ~he verge-~f
death
and despair,
the Dun Cow nourishes and cleanses him by licking him like
a newborn.
In turn, Ferric Coyote forgives
Chauntecleer
for killing his
wife and son because the Dun Cow
forgave him;
then he licks the warms
from Chauntecleer.

CREDIBILITY

AND:SCIENCE
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Another
key characteristic
of fantasy
is believability.
Lewis,
Tolkien,
and other writers
believe
that
a good writer
should
never break
the spell
of the other world.
Tolkien
wrote that the world
must have
an
inner consistency
of reality,
an
internal
logic,
and
operate
by
laws
which make
things
explainable.
As sub-creator,
the
fantasy
writer
creates
a Secondary
World
the reader's
mind can
enter
that
must
be
convincing,
self-consistent,
detailed,
and
presented
as true,
not
an
illusion.
Lewis felt the writer
needs
to put only
enough science
in the
story
to create
a "willing
suspension
of disbelief"
(On Stories
71).
Perhaps
the
most
important
is
establishing
the
reality
of
the
supernatural;
adequate
history
and background
must
be included
or
the
work will
fail.
Science
fiction
traditionally
is distinguished
from other types
of
fantasy
in· that it is more limited
by the laws of science
or what
might
be scientifically
feasible
in the future.
Since science
fiction
is by
spec~lative,
it is a natural
form
to speculate
about
religious
nature
themes
and
transcend
present
reality.
It
is also,
by
nature,
more
interested
in
ideas
such
as
the future
of
mankind
than
many
other
genres.
In "On Science
Fiction,•
Lewis identified
several
types of
science
fiction
story.
The first
uses a futuristic
setting
as a backdrop
for
a
love, spy, wreck,
or cri•e
story that could
just as
well have
taken
place
anywhere •. Thus
Lewis warned
.that there. ·should
be a good
reason
for using this
setting:
•to develop
a story
of real value which
could
not have been
told •••
in
any other way•
(57).
The
second tY.i>e
is
interested
in space travel
or other
undiscovered
scientific
te~h.n1ques
as real
possibilities.
The
third
is
more·
speculative
and
less
scientific,
imagining
what so•ething,
such
as another
planet,
might
be
like.
The fourth type is eschatalogical,
exploring
the destiny
of
man.
And finally,
the last
type,
which he
called
"mythopoeic1"
is
about

"gods, ghosts,
ghouls,
demons,
fairies,
monsters" because the
author's
goal is to create the effect of wonder and beauty.
This last type needs
to be only superficially
plausible
.because •suggestiveness•
is
what
matters:.···'.
r> : . ·;· .. ·.:.
···-· • ... · •r, · .. ·:· .• ·: :: . •.
'
s~~~ral·recerit
books are s~t
in the future ·~hen there is space
tra.vel and c o Lon i z e t i on of other· planets.
While there· has· not been much
adult science ·fiction,
science
fiction seems to be a popular form
for
youth books because
it ·attracts
younger
readers.
The science
fiction
. novels
that .. hav~ been written for· -both··you(lg·
and ·adult
readers.seem:·
to
focus on .the theme of faith versus concrete proof of the sup er nat ura l ,
Code Red on Starship Englisia
l'lark ·Dur-stewitz
(Cook, -1983) ·
This youth science
fiction presents the
proble•
of faith
without
"scientifica
proof.
Howard Prynne
questions
the existence
of "Elohim"
and does not understand
"why a god who was powerful enough to create the
universe would want to bother
with an insignificant
organism
like
•an."
While servicing.
his spaceship,
Howard
is dragged
into space
by the
thruster system.
Begging Elohim, •whoever
he is,•
to save him,
Howard
.....
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is surrounded
by a dazzling light.
An angel Elohim
sends tells
him
he
Nill
be saved.
UnknoNn
to Howard,
his
superiors
have
taped
the
encounter.
But
his
captain
at
first
tries
to convince
him
the
experience
was an illusion
and accidently
erases
the tapes.
HoNever,
HoNard,
who knows
inside it is true,
eventually
decides
faith
is what is
important:
"You can't
prove that [Elohim]
does
or doesn't
[exist]
by
scientific
data.
You have to look
into the unseen •••
Faith is based
on ·evidence
inside you.•
As with many of
the books written for young readers,
this book
is
short and
thus
there
is
little
character
development,
descriptive
details,
and scientific
explanation.
In fact,
this is a good exaaple
of
a story which wouldn't
necessarily
have to use
science
fiction
at all
except
to
attract certain
readers
because
the spaceship
is si•ply
a
•backdrop"
for Howard's
inner conflict.

Dream Thief
Stephen
Lawhead

(CrossNay,

1983)

This science fiction novel is geared to an adult audience but has a
siailar theme.
The •ain character, Spence Reston, has an inner conflict
which is integrated with the story's
focus, that of •ind control.
The
setting
sh~fts from sp~ce station Gotha• to "ars and eventually
India;
tong. ago·, t1e discover.,: •.hen "ar.s· b&C!lH. uninhabit.abh,
Ortu -and -other.s ·
. from ·"ars once i:ame to .l nd i a as. gods:
In -th~· story, <Jrtu uses a ·tanti
·to •anipulate
dreaas, control
q_t-her's
(consciousness altering device)
1inds, and ultimately
rule the world.
~= . . .
As Ortu's
primary
victi1, Spence must examine his past mo~ives
and
beliefs and must use his
t1ill to avoid succumbing.
Not only does
the
danger here seem truly threatening,
but the question of what belief
is
and how it is shaped is examined.
Spence's
struggle as he wavers in his
belief is also developed
throughout the book.

<

The Wheels of Heaven
David Lawr:en-ce ~CrosS-way.,

_.l981 l ·

·This
~ci~nce··fiction
~ovel for adults
e~e•plifies.
best
the
techniques
of ~cience
fiction that are used to establish
credibility,
and it too focuses on the theme of belief
without evidence.
A scientist
n a11ed
S i'ng-er .acci d-en tl y ·synthesizes
Po 1 Y. ·CFP--po 1 ymeri zed
cyanide
ferroporphyrin--catalyzed
by blood, SNeat, and tears.
When bo1barded by
appropriately
•edified sound waves of exactly 163 decibels and 431 cps,
'..objects:
disapp~ar: e ,: ~o. see. why, _Singer. -r, ~n.ckthe\:oarra~or·
Alber.t. Blake·,.·
a
poet and sci~ntist,
attach the•selves
to th~ co•pound by 1aking armbands
out of the. substance .. ·Shrinking
to. t'he 'size of an at oa , Blake
sees
matter at the molecular,
atomic, and subatomic
levels.
Most important,
he discovers
there are
•intelligent,
willful,
purposeful
forces
operating on each electron• and controlling
their
motions.
In a dream vision, Christ appears to Blake and explains the meaning
of his atomic journey.
God calls each of these beings by na•e, and they
do his bidding.
There
are also ••ind-boggling•
nu1bers
of the•.
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Therefore,
since everything
has
such beings,
all
things are under the
control of God's will.
In addition, Blake raises the possibility
that
of unobserved
matter
do not behave according to laws
large amounts
because they cannot be detected.
Thus ~iracles,
answers to prayer,
and
influences on one person or even
a nation can occur to suit
Sod's
purposes.
Finally, Blake
is told
that some people believe all of this
without being
given proof like he has.
He is thus called
to tell
others.
most science fiction, aims at believability.
But
This book, like
since Blake's
findings
are so bizarre,
Lawrence uses some of the devices
used in many horror stories.
For example,
told in the first person,
the
story begins with Blake telling
us he is writing
all this down and
we
can be the judge.
Since he cannot really persuade us, he says, we may
consider him a liar.
However,
after 39 years he is finally
revealing
what happened
because it is so earth-shaking.
Since Singer was killed
and his notes burned, .Blake is the only witness.
Lawrence
uses other techniques
to make Blake
seem credible.
By
focusing on only one idea--that of God's control of the universe
and the
faith required to believe
it--Lawrence can devote most of the book to
developing
and proving his theme.
The narrator
gives the exact dates of
events,
and he emphasizes that
he recorded everything
that happened
on
his ·journey as soon as he returned to· the laboratory.
The experi11ent
itself is outlined
step by step and explained
very scjentifically
and in
detail.·
In fact, ·the nar r at.or eve.n ap.olog·izes
for the
"barrage·
of
.. scientijic
terminology.•
Over half the b6ok is spent giving the details
of ho1i1 the discovery us ude,
but the findings
are held
off U-~e a
~: . ..
1ystery story.
About twenty pages are spent giving detailed description of what
he
sees.
For example,
the "disphere was in fact comprised of two pinpricks
of light,
one
situated roughly in the center of each sphere,
the
one
within
the larger sphere being more voluminous and noticeably
brighter
than the
other.
And all
about these resplendent little kernels
of
light, with the concentration
being substantially
greater between
them,
swarmed an entourage of white ovoids.
It was this cloud of. ovoids
1i1h.ictt, ··.a·t ··.a ·.:-d·is.t~nc..e.:· .. and: ·~i.th> accelera.te:d
lio.Ho.n.,·. :·con'l~Jy"ed
- th·e
app e ar anc e of a dispherical
configura"tion..
; the dispherical
·shape
was but an average -··one· (since· complex ·syste11s
such ·as t h i s ,' 1i1i"th each
part itself in constant erratic motion, clearly cannot be possessed of a
single rigid configuration).•
·
...
To achi·ev~ mor:e .cr~~ibiH
t.y.1·-~_lake
·sp~!lds. ti.me .tryin.g. to .interpret
what he saw.
For exa.pl·e, ·he
.e.xpiains
how the
exact
nueb er s of
electrons,
neutrons,
protons, and so on 1i1ould have ~pp~ared to him.
He
·also devel~ps··~is
explanatio~s
-by.referring
·to. the at6•ic·theories
of
. Bohr; . Rutherford,.
Hei sea.berg; .. Einstein
and others
and. to ·journal
ar t i c l es and for11ulae.··
.. Finall·h
Blake: tells what happened
in. ~story~
form to a noted professor 1i1ho also explains
1i1hat happened scientifically
(e.g. urelativistic
time-dilation"),
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ALLEGORY
Le•is and Tolkien
•rote about other characteristics
of good
fantasy.
For exa•ple,
to appeal to both young and adult readers,
the
•ork •ust si•ply
be a good
story, a straightforward
adventure.
They
agreed that while
fantasy
must reflect
truth,
the
action must be
pleasing,
exciting,
moving,
and
relevant
compelling--believable1
(Tolkien,
Letters 233).
Like.good
literature.
in general,
it must in
itself give interest and pleasure
and not exist solely to present
truth
or philosophy.
But Lewis added
that the plot •is only
really
a net
whereby
to catch something else .•••
like a state or quality•
such
as
"[gJiantship,
otherness,
the desolation
of space"
(On Stories
17).
One of the biggest
problems
with this kind of writing is
to
integrate
idea
and effect
so that
the meaning
emerges •ithout
being
didactic.
The •oral aust be one with the story,
the message felt
rather
than intellectually
received.
In ~ther
words,
the theology
must be
through narrative
action.
For
example,
spiritual
qualities
presented
can be shown
working
in people
rather
than personifying
spiritual
qualities
in human form.
Instead, there is
often a tendency
to lapse
into exposition,
preachy dialogue,
explanation,
arguing, to use Biblical
terminology
to •explain•
the book's mythology,
or tack on events
that
have no real relation
to the plot but which carry religious ideas.
While Chr~stian
fantasy
is clearly related
to beliefs,
Lewis
and
Tolkien. •arned against all.egary
as sugar~coati.ng
for a ser son •. 1'1any new
Biblical
ideas in a
writers do use alleg~ry as a aeans of pr~senting
different
fora for
younger readers.
On the other
hand, the
Bi..b-lical
echoes cannot be too subtle or the meaning may be missed
alto~ether.
Since fantasy should be read primarily
for pleasure
and not edification,
what a reader gets out of it •ill
depend on his spiritual
background.
Thus we should not search
for analogies
too closely,
expect to find
them, or try to decipher
them like a code for other readers.
There are a number of techniques the New
Inklings
have used to
present
their ideas,
as illustrated
by the following
books.
Dragonrai·d:.··C.hr:i·stJin
(Adventure.Learn1ng

...

:f·an·t-a·sy .Role ~layil)<J
Systems,
1984)

:

6.u·e',

.

Some writers feel that young people in particular
are cynical
and turned
off by traditi~nal
religious
terms
that are boring and overfamiliar.
Thus. t·he ·rel i gi·on ·in~he s~o-ry 1 ·if· pr asent ed -i n a .. di ff erent form 1 may·
c at ch ·the. reade·r 'unaw.are.· ·In
his space 'trilogy Lewis says •any
amount
of theology
can be. sauggled into people'~
ainds under cover of romance
without their kno~ing·~t;•
.
.. This is.the
·.purpose
of: Dr.agonraid1
a role-playing
9ue called
"an
allegorical
siaul.at~on
tha.t portrays ·the Christian
life.•
The~ creators
of the game define
allegory
as "the expression
of spiritual truths
by
the use of fictional
figures,
or simply,
a symbolic narrative ••••
a
familiar story told in a new and fresh way.•
The reason for using it is
•because
sometimes
people have heard things about Jesus Christ
(or about
Christianity)
to which they have developed
very definite responses, both
positive
and negative.
These learned responses may block
any further
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game
By using
allegory to retell those spiritual
truths,
the
input.
The
provides a comfortable
and non-threatening
learning
experience."
Churchy•
like
Adventure
words
Master
is
thus
warned
to avoid
•salvation,
which repel or bore some people."
The purpose
of the allegorical
story situation
is to simulate
trials
in life.
The
various
participants
role
play
as fictitious
characters,
allowing
them to come closest to being on a real adventure.
By thus participating
in the action,
making
decisions, and seeing
and
hearing through the
imagination,
they
are prepared
for challenges
in
real life.
According to the creators,
the game "uses the imagination to
convey a biblical
understanding
of good and evil."
Maker, Eternal
Presence,
High
One;
Christ is
the
Sod is called
Overlord
of Many
Names, Son of the High One,
Judge of Evil,
Rescuer,
Second One in
the One Al•ighty
Spirit;
Satan
is the
Evil One,
The
Deceiver, the Great Red
Dragon,
Abbadon.
The mythological
history
is
0ln
told, in
part, as follows:
the
Dawn of Creation at the
outer
reaches of the universe,
Eden Again
was born from a large
mass of
intergalactic
matter. •
with a Word,
the planet
Eden Again was
forested
and peopled."
But
the King of Evil, the Great Red Dragon,
always existed.
Created as a beautiful
spiritual being, he nevertheless
wanted to be served like the Overlord and initiated
a rebellion.
He and
his followers
were sent throughout the universe.
Once one of the humans
yielded to taking
a gift
not offered by the Eternal.
Spirit
they
all
craved a si~ilar treasure.
Thus
separated
fro~ the Overlord;
these
people became dragon slaves.
The Maker thus sent the Overlord of 11an y Na•es to Eden Again orr. The
Great Rescue.
He drove
the dr~gons and
their followers
Nort*'~nd
a
small nation of chosen people,
called the Called-Out-Ones,
south.
The
8forfeited
Overlord
his own life"
to help them escape a dragon attack by
changing into a wall of turbulent
water fo weaken
the dragon's
fire.
The Called-Out-Ones
became known
as the
Twice Born
who stay
in the
Liberated
Land.
But occasionally,
the Overlord
sends some called
Light
Raiders to the Dragon Lands on missions
against all kinds of evil.
Each
character u~es Character Strengths_a~d
~bilities,
defe~sive ~rmor,
Word.
·pRun·es, 'an ..lt wtrapOfls.-·· .: ... · .... :.... ":': ·· , ... :_. · :: : · · . .' ... · . ·
:·::
.
The rol~-playi~g
format emph~sizes
particip~tion,
and this seems to
·be ·one of the ·:gr-ea tut· potenti a l s of· rel i g.i ous -."fantasy.
· R"ecent
books
have more child and women h~roes and
"unbelievers"
with whom many
readers can identify.
Thus readers
are encouraged
to •ake
moral
dei:isi.o~s.· !fi.t.h -, t.h~ .characte_rs=·~· ·
__
8

Tales of the Kingdo• ·
David·and
Karen Mains
(Cook,· 1983)
This is a series of beautifully
illustrated
and related
stories
that might be called
parables.
While written
for children,
the style
and meaning
are sophisticated,
and only adults
may catch the Biblical
allegory.
Each story is effective
in teaching a different
Biblical
principle
just as Christ's
parables do.
In •The Bake~_Who
Loved Bread," when
the
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Baker beats a stranger trying to steal his bread, he learns it was the
King in a different form.
When one of the King's children is hungry,
the King suffers. Thus the Baker is told to feed the King's people.
The
•moral"
of each tale appears
in italics at the end.
For example,
one
story says that the •ain character "discovered
that the kingdo• was for
outcasts, and one must become Pn outcast in order to follow the King.•
The stories are based on the idea that a great King once ruled
the
city.
But the Enchanter deceived the
people by putting a spell on it;
then he exiled
the King.
The Enchanter
now rules the Enchanted
City,
branding the people with a hot poker ta shaw they belong ta him.
Yet
the King, "San of the Emperor of All," will same
day restored ta the
throne. One of the main characters, Scarbay,
runs away from the City
and discovers
a Great Park where his name is •Hera.•
He meets the King
in various farms, including that of a Beggar.
Another character
named
Dirty becomes Cleane, or •clean one.•
In
a clearing in the forest the Great Celebration takes
place,
•surrounded by the circle
of Sacred Flames•
which show a person as he
truly is.
After the boy passes through the sacred fla•es,
the King asks
hi• ta return to the Enchanted City to do his work until the Restoration
of the Kingdom.
NEW 11YTHOLOGY
As can be-seen
fro~ ~o•e of the previous exaaples,
one of the •ost
co•monly used •ethods of the New Inklings
is to create a new cosmology
or •ytholagy
·as either
the basis
of the entire . story or simp.l·y
as
b~ckground •entianed only briefly.
In •ost books it is an alll~orical
presentation
of the Biblical
cosmology.
On the simplest
level,
God's
na•e is changed.
Others use different na•es for Christ and Satan
as
well.
In same
books,
the
purpose of using the
•new mythology•
is
defeated because the author spells out later what it all •eans.
An example of a totally different form is Calvin
Hiller's use of a free verse form to remythologize
the
Bible in
his
trilogy
The Singer, The Song,
and The Finale.
In the final book, for. example,
a· retell.ing
··.of Revelation,
Satan is "ca l l ed . the Prince
of
Mirrors,
World
Hater,
and Dark
Prince;
Christ is the Singer
and
"Tr eub adour ]
··ttte
Holy Sp.ir:it· is· the
Invader;··
John
is Dreuer;
Christians
are Singerians;.
Michael
is Ansand or the Golden Knight;
heaven
is Lifeland;
and Terra 1 and 2 are the old and new earth.
One
example of the way apo~al.ypfic even·ts· are .retold is th~t seven
Vollkons
or dragons, the ugly pets of Elan (anti-Christ)
drop fire on the earth.
Alpha Centauri
Robert ·.Siegel ·(Cornerstone,

1980).

This
fantasy for readers
from youth
to adult
uses the
"remythologizing"
technique successfully
because the background is both
developed and integral
to the plat.
The Christian
"mythology•
is
presented
as the •ythology
of centaurs
and by using totally new names,
although the Christian
parall~ls
are obvious.
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While
visiting
a farm in England,
Becky,
through the "Eye of the
Fog,• is carried
back through time
to ancient
Britain
where the Rock
Movers are trying
to kill
the centaurs.
Alpha
Centauri
is still
connected
to Britain by a narrow piece of land but will eventually
be
cut off.
Becky must first go alone to the First Ones to learn her
role
as predicted in a prophecy.
~he learns she must lead the centaurs
to
the Singing Stones where they will find the path to the stars and can
return to Alpha Centauri.
·sod
is called
Shaper;
Satan is Warper.
Once all people were
at
with talking
creatures and rulers ·called
peace, and earth was a garden
The First Ones.
However, Kalendos,
cleverest
of the First Ones, began
to desire the Thing That is Not on top of the tallest mountain.
Two
groups then began
to emerge--his
followers, Rock
Movers, who allayed
their guilt by worshipping
darkness
and spirits and sacrificing
blood;
and the First People,
beautiful
and good but now becoming
extinct.
After this "Fall,"
the world was changed.
There were seasons, killings,
and the people had to labor for food.
Some day there will be a period of trouble on earth, but a •greater
goodu will come:
"In the last days the Shaper will send the Healer to
earth.
By a deed,
a.gift
we cannot imagine, the Healer will
begin
•ending
the earth ••••
the Warper will fail, and the Shaper.
will
work good out. of this evil, and· at last, in great
t r i uapb , heal the
world c o ap l e t e l y" (186).
Anyone .marked
by the Healer will be rejoined
with he aven', Eart.h wil 1 b.e r:emade, and the cen.t aur s will return to help
restore earth. · ·
·.
The form Siegel uses is effective
for several reasons. Firstr th~
choice
of the centaur is excellent
because it illustrates
one~a~·
the
themes of the
book, the separation
of aan from
nature.
Centaurs,
as
half man and half horse,
are an idea1 sy•bol
of the union between the

two.
Siegel also effectively
illustrates
the principle of self-sacrifice
without becoming
allegorical.
Becky succeeds in opening the Path to the
Stars only when she
is filled with
love for the Centaurs.
In an
interview,
Siegal
said Becky sacrifices her whole self for. the centaurs:
.. "Wh·e!l she .c an : :.f1>rgei· .. h.e-r.self ,. even .~er.·own
-.'fear of- fail.ure,
and
let
so11eth.i ng else wor.k through
her fheri she can co rap 1 etel y identify
with
[the ·centaurs:} .i nLov e. and things bpen· up. · J. think there is a· spiritual
pri nc ip Le operating here.
This whole climactic· scene is central to what
I believe is going on in the book" (Fickett 37).
BIBLiCAL. IMAGERY .. · ·.
. .-Another.
i-aportant ·pohnti a l .: of· Christi an fantasy· and a popular
technique used -i s .the presentation o.f the Christian cos•ology
through
·what .some·-hav·e·.·called.
":Roaant_ic··. sr•bo~.i.s11 •. •
Just-_a·s
the .Bible- .uses
imagery to describe
God and heaven,
so too fantasy uses iaages
for
spiritual
experience.
Thus
the inner world is 11ade real by giving
it
concrete form.
Most often, the images used are those used in the Bible.
The most common ones found in the New Inklings are food as a symbol
of
temptation;
salvation images
such as blood,
the cross, and cleansing
water, light, and flaaes;
pools and •irrors that
reveal one's
true
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self;
special
gifts and cloth~s;
and magic
objects
that give
power such
as the
ability
to see
the
invisible
spirit
world
and
others
that
symbolize
the power of Sod.
While aost of the books •entioned
thus far exe•plify
this technique,~
iaagery plays
a major role in the following
books.
Promise-Keeper
Muriel
Leeson

and Path of the Promise-Keeper
<Moody,
1975, 1984)

These
two books
for children
illustrate
well
the use of
Biblical
imagery.
Since
they
are intended
for younger
readers,
the
simple
structure and lack of a need for developed
characters
and details
about
the other world
allow the books
to focus on symbolic
images.
The plots are simple
and brief.
In the first book,
a UFO appears
on
earth with
•small
Ones• lead
by a tiny man called
Promise-Keeper.
The
children
visit their land
and learn that to avoid
attacks
by the
Dark
Ones they must obey Promise-Keeper's
instructions.
In the sequel,
the
children
return
to the land to search for treasure
in the Golden
Cave.
On their
journey,
they are
attacked
by the
Dark Ones
and learn
once
again to stay on
the path,
follow instructions,
and use their
special
weapons.
The
children
discover
they are
now citizens
of this
other
world.
They tan visit on their
own by using tiny spaceships
which expand
to full size, but some day they will return
permanently.
Through
the imagery,
the Christian principles
can be conveyed.
For
example,
the
arrows of
the Dark
Ones and
their Black
Hist make
one
forget about Promise-Keeper's
world.
The children
are also gi~arr.
new
tunics--their
old ones
are insufficient-through
which
a fine".:'.silver
is looped
that links
them together.
Thus if one is attacked,
the
chain
others
will know it;
if one is picked up by a Dark One, the others will
make the load too heavy.
To reach the Golden Cave,
the children
must cross
a huge, evil lake
to be black,
oozing
slime and contains
hundreds
of
Dark
that appears
Ones.
However,
a stick suddenly
appears
that they use to test the depth
of the water.
Unsure whether
this stick is from Promise-Keeper
or
the
Dark Ones, they examine
it, and it takes
the shape of a cross.
As they
begin
to plunge
it in
the black
slime, the goo
changes
to gold.
They
told that Mthose who attempt
to cross without .using
the stick,
are later
f ai 1. •

they find two things.
First, a Great
Mirror
In the Cave itself
. shows them that ·some day they wi 11 1 oak 1 i ke Promise-Keeper.
They
al so
find a key to open the door to their treasures.
Each child receives a
different gift:
a Pearl,
a chest of jewels,
and a golden cube.
Each
·tr-easur-e
rev:l!al-5 ·a. -v i s i cn of.,. e.t"ch child
telling
a friend·
about~:
Promise-Keeper's
world.
All three treasures can contract so they can be
taken back to earth and shared.
The Kingdom of Wundle
Robert Siegal {Crossway,

1982)

This book is a fairy tale for children,
but its form is interesting
for two reasons.
First, instead
of using several images, the image
of
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color and light is developed to convey its ideas.
Most
important,
however,
it is unique from the other books
because the story might
be
called
•mythic."
Lewis said what "shows that we are reading myth,
not
allegory, is that there are no pointers to a specifically
theological,
or political, or psychological
application.
A myth points, for each
reader, to the realm he lives in most" (On Stories 85).
Like
a fairy tale, the story
begins,
•there was once a kingdom.•
This Edenlike kingdom; however,
is so perfect and things go so smoothly
that the King becomes bored and falls asleep constantly.
Since others
begin to follow his example,
no one notices
a Sryfuss enter the
land.
The Gryfuss
is not a bad monster but causes kingdoms
to virtually
disappear,
and the "sun shows
weak and watery,
if it shows at all."
This effect becomes increasingly
significant
because light and
vivid
colors become images of heaven and the ideal.
Prince Harold and his friend Gwendolyn are spared from the Gryfuss'
however,
because
they are in the tower telling stories
of
effect,
dragons
and knights.
Later,
we are told,
this is significant.
Discovering what has happened,
they go on a quest toward the mountains
and ultimately the sea to find help.
Eventually,
they come to a golden
land where there are no shadows;
it is lit by the Flower of the Golden
Horn.
An old man
tells them that whoever
• looks
into that
flower
achieves
such cl"arity of vision that no mist· nor shadow can remain· long
in his presence.•
~owever, they
are told, shadows will try to reenter
·. the land, prevent th.e Pr t'nc e from 1 cck'i ng into: the Flower, ·and ev.en
try
· to destroy it.
·
·
·
· · ·
·
task--the
most difficult--is
to remain with the al~ man
Gwendolyn's
and weave Harold's journey onto a tapestry.
Harold's
journey in~~~ves a
series of significant
encounters
in which
the solution
is always
achieved
for him.
For example,
he meets a huge red dragon which
suddenly
disappears when
he turns
his back on him:
"Was the
dragon
there only when he looked at it, he wondered, or was it powerless
to
attack only while his eyes were fixed on the rising
sun?"
When he finally
reaches the Flower of the Golden Horn, on one petal
is a small beetle
in which he sees a kaleidoscope
of visions "mirroring
.' ·a1 l. t:IT·i ngs h.'-: had· .. ._•(er de:s·i r~d · or·,>feare<t'. •··. On:l y. · wh.en·'ITe · s-ee·s a· ·• l'i-9ht.·.
at the edge of his vision• is he able to pluck off the beetle.· While he
gazes h ap p i-l y irrto·· the· FloMer,
he·· remeaaber:s·his
coun tr v which
the
The old man then gives him a thin
Gryfuss had separated from the light.
silver·whistle,
and Harold and Swend~lyn return home.~
As they en.ter the. King'dom, - everything ~wakens.
Th e . p a ir go. to the
Bryfu~s··cav~;·
and Harold blo~s the whisfle twice. The Gryfus~
simply
shuffles away to •attack"
~nether kingdom.
There are other noli~eable
.c~an~es:
-•The tiri ghtness .: ·gre., ·more
anct 11ore intense 1Jnt i l the · air
c~ackled
with ~larity~
Everyone
around them ~aw more to look at" in.the
·. ·.c: i:tl ors :th an i n: any, ·other.· .S-pr i n·g..
.. ·
·
Finally,
Gwendolyn reveals the tapestry
to the people.
It shows
all of the Prince's
tasks on his
journey in every color and in "living
light.•
Then the banquet hall fills "with a million
threads of unheard
music weaving upon the air a tapestry of invisible
gold."
The story
ends with their announcement of marriage.
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CONCLUSION
Recent writers have gone beyond
the forms lewis and Tolkien
used
and explored
some that
have
certain
advantages,
depending
on the
author's
purpose,
themes,
and
intended
audience.
In
addition,
techniques
commonly
used,
such
as supposition,
Biblical
imagery,
analogues,
reader
participation,
and remythologizing,
can
achieve
a
variety
of effects
on readers
and convey Biblical
principles
in a
variety
of ways.
One problem with the newer religious
fantasy is that many books are
hard to find,
often available
only
in Christian
bookstores
for a few
months.
However, this genre seems to be growing.
There is a special
need for
more adult fantasy and
science
fiction,
although
these
are
particularly
effective
forms
for
young readers.
For example,
one
technique
that needs
to be further
explored
as a method of conveying
is the type that encourages
reader involvement,
such as
moral principles
the •choose
your own adventure•
novels.
As a type of literature
that has the ability
to actually change
the
reader spiritually,
Christian
fantasy is a unique genre.
And
the
growing popularity
of secular
fantasy
novels indicates that this is an
area with much potential
for Christian
writers.
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